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a b s t r a c t

In this paper, a solution strategy based on an optimization formulation is proposed for

the design of Water Allocation and Heat Exchange Networks (WAHEN) in the process

industries. Such typical large problems involve many processes, regeneration units and

multicontaminants. For this purpose, a twostage methodology is proposed. The first step

is the Water Allocation Network (WAN) design by multiobjective optimization, based on

the minimization of the number of network connections and of the global equivalent cost

(which includes three criteria, i.e., freshwater, regenerated water and wastewater). The «

constraint method is used to deal with the multicriteria problem. In a second step, the

Heat Exchange Network (HEN) is solved by two approaches, Pinch analysis and mathemat

ical programming (MP). In both cases the HEN structure is found when the minimal energy

requirement and the total annual cost are minimized for Pinch and MP, respectively. These

results are compared and the best HEN network is then coupled to the WAN to verify the

feasibility of the network. A case study including a change of phase among the streams is

solved. The results show that this twostep methodology can be useful for the treatment of

large problems.

1. Introduction

Water risks are often considered purely in terms of water

quantity or quality. However, other components such as geo

graphical location, availability over time, reliability and price

(SBC Energy Institute, 2014) exist and have to be considered

to tackle this multidimensional issue. On the one hand, the

demand reduction by water substitution, the use of recycled

water, the improvement of water processing, the decrease in

water pollution relying on regulations and the water price

increase constitute the most important water challenges. On

the other hand, the improvement of water supply that involves
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infrastructure alternative networks or alternative supply (e.g.,

wastewater treatment), transportation and storage is also a

challenging issue.

In the specific case of process industries, water can be

used for extraction and production of sources, processing

and transformation. A huge amount of water is also used for

cleaning, transporting substances or pollutants, heating and

cooling, etc., the last two uses that correspond to temperature

adjustments need energy to get temperature targets from the

water streams. Water and energy are highly interconnected

(the socalled waterenergy “nexus”) and their relation

ship will remain under stress (SBC Energy Institute, 2014).
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Depending on the source, water can be classified as freshwa

ter, regenerated (recycled) water and wastewater. Freshwater

(e.g., tap water) can be entered into the system from surface,

urban or underground sources. This kind of water is assumed

to be zero contaminant (but for specific processes additional

purification processes are required). Once the water is used

in a process it can be discharged as wastewater or sent to

treatment units to remove the contaminant load for reuse

purpose. In this case, two types of treatment exist, first treat

ment for process reuse (respecting the contaminant bounds

defined for each process) and second treatment of waste

water before its discharge out of the plant respecting the

regulations. The reuse of water is possible in plants equipped

with treatment units and water exchange among plants can

be offered by industrial ecoparks. Industrial ecoparks, also

commonly known as ecohubs or ecoparks, manage to recon

cile business and the environment, by exchanging materials,

energy and information, so as to achieve a triple environmen

tal, social, and financial goal, known as industrial symbiosis.

One problem related to the reduction of water consumption in

industries is the lack or scarcity of regeneration units. Another

problem to reuse water is linked to the multiple contami

nants that must be treated by the processes. As reported in the

dedicated literature, the study of a multicontaminant water

network can be simplified by using the commonly called “key

parameter” approach. The study of only one “key” contami

nant has been presented in (Wang and Smith, 1994; Bagajewicz

et al., 2000), however, sometimes it is difficult or impossible

to target the key contaminant. Moreover, for multiobjective

WAN design, a study based on the key contaminant is valid

for the reach of the minimum freshwater target but can

not be implemented for designing an optimal water network

regarding several objectives (Boix et al., 2011).

Instead of using empirical methods, systemic methodolo

gies based on modeling and optimization can be used to

improve the use of water and to design their networks. Several

options exist in designing Water Allocation Networks (WAN),

Heat Exchange Networks (HEN) or both of them in either

sequential or simultaneous approaches referring to Water

Allocation and Heat Exchange Network (WAHEN).

The design of optimal WAN minimizing both economic and

environmental objectives has been extensively reported in the

literature. The general model can be solved by conceptual tools

(AlvaArgáez et al., 1999; Foo, 2009; AlvaArgáez et al., 2007;

Hou et al., 2014). The water pinch method was first applied

to WAN in (Wang and Smith, 1994). In this work, the multi

contaminant problems are analyzed by the identification of

the key contaminant considering reused and recycled water.

The use of mathematical programming is very common to

design the WAN and the type of the involved formulation

depends on the nature of the constraints and of the objec

tive function. The model can be formulated either with Non

Linear Programming (NLP) or Mixed Integer Non Linear Pro

gramming (MINLP). The WAN superstructure was first defined

by Takama et al. (1980) where the problem is transformed into

a series of subproblems without inequality constraints by

employing a penalty function. Savelski and Bagajewicz (2000)

considered wastewater reuse on the basis of a single contam

inant by MINLP by the minimization of the total amount of

water. Bagajewicz et al. (2000) treated the WAN problem as two

interacting subsystems, that are the freshwater and wastewa

ter reuse allocation and the wastewater treatment problem.

Karuppiah and Grossmann (2006) proposed a model that glob

ally minimizes freshwater and regenerated wastewater by

the use of a deterministic spatial branch and contract algo

rithm. Some stochastic tools such as genetic algorithms have

also been used (Tsai and Chang, 2001). Poplewski et al. (2011)

applied the adaptive random search as a stochastic technique

to find the optimal network. A detailed literature review of

WANs with mathematical models can be found in (Bagajewicz,

2000; Grossmann et al., 2014; Bagajewicz and Faria, 2009).

The most optimized criterion in the WAN design is the

freshwater flow rate; other criteria such as regenerated water,

mass load, total cost and interconnections are also men

tioned. Multiobjective optimization has been addressed in

(Feng et al., 2008; Tudor and Lavric, 2011; Boix et al., 2011; Deng

et al., 2013; DeLeón Almaraz et al., 2015).

The WAN optimization is a complex task, especially when

multiple contaminants are treated in the same plant with par

ticular emphasis on selecting the use of many regeneration

units. The existence of several contaminants has been identi

fied in many works (Takama et al., 1980; Wang and Smith, 1994;

Bagajewicz et al., 2000; Gunaratnam et al., 2005; Karuppiah and

Grossmann, 2006; AlvaArgáez et al., 2007; Feng et al., 2008;

Dong et al., 2008; Leewongtanawit and Kim, 2008; Kim et al.,

2009; Tudor and Lavric, 2011; Poplewski et al., 2011; Hu et al.,

2011; Boix et al., 2011; Ahmetović and Kravanja, 2013; Deng

et al., 2013; Hou et al., 2014; Ibrić et al., 2014; DeLeón Almaraz

et al., 2015; Yan et al., 2016a), some of these works involve

not only WAN but also HEN optimization. However, the water

treatment or recycling in the network has been considered

in fewer works (Takama et al., 1980; Gunaratnam et al., 2005;

Karuppiah and Grossmann, 2006; Feng et al., 2008; Dong et al.,

2008; Poplewski et al., 2011; Boix et al., 2011; Tudor and Lavric,

2011; Ibrić et al., 2014; Yang et al., 2014). This is an important

issue because one of the problems in reducing the water con

sumption in industries is the lack of regeneration units or the

bad use of them. In the mathematical model, the addition of

constraints related to the regeneration units gives more com

plexity to the WAN design especially when several processes

and contaminants are also involved resulting in a largesize

problem.

The problem size definition could vary but in the litera

ture, a “largesize” or “complex” network has been labeled in

(Takama et al., 1980; Karuppiah and Grossmann, 2006; Ibrić

et al., 2014; Leewongtanawit and Kim, 2008; Liu et al., 2015)

for problems that represent an industrial network with more

than 3 processes, 3 regeneration units and 3 contaminants.

This type of configuration increases the combinatorial nature

of the problem especially when the HEN is also solved because

many hot and cold streams are also integrated.

With respect to heat exchange network synthesis, some

methodologies have been developed using conceptual design

approaches (such as Pinch analysis, sourcedemand energy

composite curves, graphical thermodynamic rule, heat

surplus diagrams, and water energy balance diagrams), math

ematical programming (MP) and hybrid models. Nowadays,

the most used process integration technique is the Pinch

analysis first presented in (Linnhoff and Hindmarsh, 1983)

and published in several works (e.g., Savulescu et al., 2005;

Allen et al., 2009). This technique is the simplest one but

relies on heuristic rules and proposes a good HEN config

uration by the maximization of heat recovery optimization.

The steps that need to be followed in the Pinch analysis

are: (a) identification of the energy targets through composite

curves and grand composite curve, (b) establishing the opti

mum 1Tmin, for the process, (c) obtaining the new composite

curve and grand composite curve with the optimum 1Tmin,



(d) obtaining the pinch point and the minimum energy

requirement (MER) for hot and cold utilities, (e) the problem

is then partitioned into subnetworks disallowing exchangers

to be placed across the pinch point establishing the proper

HEN based on this results (Morar and Agachi, 2010). Pinch has

evolved over time to analyze detailed streams analysis per

process to identify the cheapest ways when heat recovery is

maximized to reduce the utilities use, etc.

Besides, mathematical modeling to design the HEN has also

been largely explored by the scientific community. The main

advantage of this approach is that it can be coupled in some

cases with the WAN formulation to have a onestep optimiza

tion. In mathematical modeling there are five main types of

heat integration problems: area targeting, simultaneous area

and energy targeting (Yee et al., 1990a), modeling of multi

streams exchangers, synthesis (Yee and Grossmann, 1990),

simultaneous process and HEN synthesis (Yee et al., 1990b).

Similarly to the WAN problem, the HEN model can be NLP or

MINLP. In the general formulation, the total annual cost (util

ity cost, area cost and fixed charges for exchanger units) are

optimized.

Different strategies have been developed to design the

WAHEN which can be optimized sequentially from the WAN

flow sheet or simultaneously. Although the sequential method

could be considered as an old method, some recent works

have used the twostep optimization. Jeżowski et al. (2007)

used adaptive random search for WAN design and genetic

algorithms (GA) for the HEN design. Boix et al. (2012) pro

posed a multiobjective optimization based on a twostage

approach for WAN and subsequently HEN optimization to

solve water and energy allocation problem with four criteria,

i.e., freshwater consumption, energy consumption, number of

interconnections and number of heat exchangers. Ibrić et al.

(2014) proposed an efficient twostep solution strategy for

obtaining a set of multiple locally optimal solutions. Firstly,

the NLP/MINLP targeting model was solved in order to provide

an initialization point and constraints for solving the sec

ond MINLP model minimizing the total annual cost (TAC) of

the network. Short et al. (2016) used the model of Yee and

Grossmann (1990) to initialize solutions and improve it to con

verge on a real design.

Recently, simultaneous approaches have been widely used

for nonisothermal streams mixing (Bogataj and Bagajewicz,

2008), in the case of monocontaminant or multicontaminant

networks (Liao et al., 2011; Leewongtanawit and Kim, 2008;

Dong et al., 2008; Bogataj and Bagajewicz, 2008; Ahmetović

and Kravanja, 2014; Chen et al., 2014; Hou et al., 2014; Zhou

et al., 2015; Yan et al., 2016b). A thorough review of the related

works can be found in (Morar and Agachi, 2010; Ahmetović

et al., 2015). Another approach is based on the use of arti

ficial intelligence tools such as multiobjective GA (Agarwal

and Gupta, 2008) and simulated annealing (Dolan et al., 1990).

Finally, there are also some hybrid models, for example, the

study of Manan et al. (2009) that presents a new technique

for simultaneous minimization of water and energy in pro

cess plants through a combination of numerical and graphical

tools.

Comparing both sequential and simultaneous approaches,

both of them have advantages and drawbacks. The main lim

itation of sequential methods is that on the one hand the

WAN configuration is imposed with a given cost and thus

leading to a suboptimal network solution when tackling HEN

optimization in a second phase. A different network design

could be obtained with simultaneous optimization and the

HEN designed for an allocated water network may not corre

spond to a minimum operation cost. On the other hand, this

methodology has also specific advantages. First of all, it can

capture a tradeoff among several criteria and not only the TAC.

Second, it can be applied to larger problems and the possibil

ity to study the water regeneration in the first step exists. A

waterenergy allocation network can be designed more easily

by solving the sequential mathematical model than the simul

taneous mathematical model, thus leading to an efficient

although suboptimal solution. Finally, it can greatly reduce

the complexity of subsequent HEN design and at the same

time to make possible to solve larger and more complex HEN

networks.

Meanwhile simultaneous optimization is difficult to be

implemented for large problems because of the combinato

rial aspect. In most works, the regeneration of water cannot

be considered with this approach except in the study of (Dong

et al., 2008) where a problem with 3 processes, 1 contaminant

2 treatment units is solved, thus highlighting the difficulty

to deal with larger problems and the integration of regen

eration units. The improvement of simultaneous WAHEN

networks with several treatment units remains a challenge.

As presented in (Ahmetović et al., 2015), several papers pub

lished in the literature have addressed these issues but only

small and medium size problems were solved due to the

abovementioned complexities of the overall synthesis prob

lem. New solution strategies and tools are thus required for

solving largescale water, wastewater, and heat exchanger

networks simultaneously due to high computational costs.

Anyway, the efforts to simultaneously WAHEN optimization

are extremely important especially for solving the over

all synthesis problems including largescale and industrial

examples.

In that context, the objective of this work is to propose

and validate a robust methodology for designing Water Alloca

tion and Heat Exchange Networks (WAHEN) for large problems

with several processes, regeneration units and contaminants.

The methodology proposed in this work will be supported by

the case study of a simplified petroleum refinery (Gunaratnam

et al., 2005) with five processes, three contaminants and three

regeneration units. To our knowledge, the HEN has not been

yet carried out for the abovementioned case study. It must

be highlighted that the temperature targets were lacking in

the original case study, this explains why a data analysis

was carried out in this work to fill this lack. The originality

of this work is that different input and output temperatures

are integrated in each process and each regeneration unit

and that the change of phase of some streams in the HEN

can occur, which has not been reported in the WAHEN liter

ature to our knowledge. A twostep sequential procedure is

proposed for the combined design of WAN and HEN. In the

WAN step, the multiobjective optimization methodology pre

viously presented in (DeLeón Almaraz et al., 2015) is tackled.

The optimization criteria for the WAN involves the minimi

zation of freshwater flow rate, interconnections, regenerated

water and wastewater by the application of the «constraint

method. In the HEN design step, two different methodologies

will be applied, i.e., Pinch analysis and mathematical program

ming in order to compare and validate the obtained results by

the minimization of utilities requirement and TAC. The use

of conceptual tools and mathematical modeling in the second

step is particularly appropriate to generate comparative sce

narios. These results will serve as a reference to move forward

the simultaneous WAHEN design.



Fig. 1 – Framework for the WAHEN optimization.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: Section

2 is dedicated to the methodology presentation including the

WAN and HEN general formulations and the solution strategy.

The case study is presented in Section 3. Section 4 is dedicated

to the result analysis. Finally, conclusions and perspectives are

given.

2. Methodology

2.1. Problem statement

Both for simultaneous and sequential approaches (in math

ematical programming), the use of several sets related to

multiple options for processes, regeneration units and con

taminants, increases the number of variables leading to a

combinatorial problem in which large problems are difficult

to solve. Moreover, for either WAN or HEN formulations, the

use of binary variables (if necessary) and the nonlinearity

of the problem increase the computational complexity. For

HEN optimization, both conceptual tools and mathematical

modeling offer good tradeoffs. In the case of simultaneous

optimization, the initialization step is very important to reach

feasible solutions. In our study, the exploration and validation

of methodologies to solve large multicontaminant problems

are mandatory in order to identify potential barriers, propose

new strategies and move forward the onestep optimization.

The general WAHEN framework presented in Fig. 1 con

siders two stages (A and B). In stage A, step A.1 consists in

optimizing the WAN by multiobjective optimization follow

ing the methodology presented by Boix et al. (2011); the use of

this procedure was previously justified in (DeLeón Almaraz

et al., 2015) and is briefly explained in Section 2.2. Step A.2

is the HEN optimization comparing two wellknown frame

works, the Pinch analysis (Linnhoff and Hindmarsh, 1983) and

the mathematical model of Yee and Grossmann (1990). Stage

B consists of the simultaneous representation of the WAHEN

for feasibility analysis.

It must be emphasized that only few works have been

reported to tackle such problems in the literature. Dong

et al. (2008) presented an interesting approach to apply

simultaneous optimization of the WAHEN by the minimi

zation of the TAC. Many processes, generation units and

contaminants can be treated but only medium problems were

solved and the multicontaminant case does not consider

treatment units. Liu et al. (2015) solved also similar prob

lems but, the combinatorial complexities are avoided by the

application of simpler case studies (e.g., 15 process units, 1

contaminant and 1 treatment unit). Ibrić et al. (2014) solved

problems closer to those presented in the proposed work (e.g.,

4 processes, 2 contaminants and 2 treatment units/3 pro

cesses, 3 contaminants and 3 treatment units) by the use of

a twostep solution strategy including targeting and design

steps. The main difference with the methodology presented in

this work is the possibility to apply multiobjective optimiza

tion, to target input and output temperatures and to analyze

the change of phase.

2.2. General superstructure of the Water Allocation

Network (WAN)

A general superstructure for WAN modelling is presented in

Fig. 2. From a given number of processes (j, k) and regeneration

units (l, m), all the possible connections between them may

exist, except regeneration recycling to the same regeneration

unit or from a process to the same one.

The input water flow rate in a process unit can be freshwa

ter, used water coming from other processes and/or recycled

water coming from a regeneration unit. Each task performed

by a given process contaminates its input water up to a given

mass fraction. Several contaminants (i) can exist in the sys

tem. Input or output contaminant mass fractions (ppm) which

are imposed by the user, will constitute bounds for the opti

mization problem. The water output for such a process may

be directly discharged and distributed to all other processes

units then to regeneration units. Similarly, for a regeneration

unit the input water may come from either processes unit or

other regeneration units. The regeneration units have a given

processing capacity. Regenerated water may be reused in the

processes or directed to other regeneration units. The amount

of pollutant i generated by a process j denoted Mi,j is expressed

in mass flow rate (g h−1) in order to have consistent units with



Fig. 2 – Generic elements of the superstructure (Boix et al., 2011).

the water flow rate (t h−1) and the contaminant mass fraction

(ppm). In this work we assume that the values of inlet and

outlet concentrations of contaminant and the mass load of

the water process units are constant and that freshwater is

free of contaminant. Finally, for water balance in discharge,

water input may come from any process unit or regeneration

unit depending on maximal contaminant load limit.

For reasons of brevity, the equations are not presented here

but the whole mathematical model can be found in Appendix

A. The model includes water balances, mass balances of con

taminant in processes and discharge, bounds on inlet and

outlet concentrations of each process and regeneration unit.

In general, the variables are the water flow rates in the whole

system. Although the approach is a “black box”, some param

eters must be clearly defined, i.e., the number of units (process

and regeneration), the concentration bounds for each process

(ppm), the contaminant load in each process (g h−1) and the

performance of the treatment units for each the contaminant

(fractional yields).

Several objective functions presented in the works of

(Boix et al., 2011; Feng et al., 2008) can be used to solve a

multicontaminant problem with many regeneration units

minimizing the total flow rate of freshwater (FW) in the net

work (T h−1) and the regeneration unit flow rate (T h−1). These

are important criteria as they are antagonist and different

solution strategies to solve the multiobjective problem can

be proposed. Moreover, the interconnections among processes

and treatment units could also be minimized.

In this work, the optimization of four criteria is proposed,

i.e., the interconnections (Y), the fresh water flow rate (FW), the

regenerated water (RW) and the wastewater (WW). Although

four objectives are minimized, the number of objective func

tions (OF) can be reduced to two by the use of a global cost

function that include FW, RW and WW as proposed by Boix

et al. (2011). This OF is called Global Equivalent Cost (GEC) and

is expressed in equivalent of water flow rate (T h−1). The GEC

allows expressing the overall cost of the network in amount of

freshwater. In GEC calculation in Eq. (E1), the FW, RW and WW

are weighted by their contributions relative to the freshwater

(equal to 1). Consequently, three criteria are merged into only

one according to the following relation:

GEC = FW + ˛RW + ˇWW (E1)

In E1, ˛ and ˇ are cost elements respectively related to

the regenerated water cost and posttreatment cost for water

sent to the discharge; ˛ depends on the type of regeneration

technology (see Table 2) and ˇ is fixed to 5.625 according to

(Bagajewicz and Faria, 2009).

The second objective function to be minimized is the num

ber of interconnections in the network (presented in E2) where

the number of connections is given by the sum of the binary

variables Y among the processes j where YFW
j

is the input

connection of freshwater to a process j, Yj,k represents a

connection between processes j and k, Yj,l is the connection

between processes j and regeneration unit l and vice versa for

the case of Yl,j and finally Yl,m is the link between regeneration

units.

Interconnections =

∑

j

YFW
j +

∑

j,k

Yj,k +

∑

j,l

Yj,l +

∑

l,j

Yl,j

+

∑

l,m

Yl,m j /= k, l /= m (E2)

The general model involving some nonlinear constraints

is then defined as an NLP formulation but if the intercon

nections criterion is added, the model becomes of MINLP

nature because of the use of binary variables Y related to

the existence or not of an interconnection between processes

and/regeneration units. The use of binary variables gives more

complexity to the model and generalized disjunctive program

ming (GDP) is used. In the WAN problem, each disjunction is

treated through a BigM constraint (see also Section 2.4.1). M

is a large number and will be related to the binary variables

(see Appendix A). This formulation is easy to code and very

useful in the implementation of the «constraint method. The

MINLP model has been validated as a good tradeoff in (De

León Almaraz et al., 2015).

2.3. General superstructure of the Heat Exchange

Network (HEN)

In the design of the HEN for the sequential approach, the

WAN superstructure of the abovementioned model is the base

flow sheet. In addition, the HEN requires stream targeting

for pairing (matching) them. As previously explained, two

methodologies will be applied to the same case study in order

to compare the results. In this section, the Pinch analysis and

the mathematical model proposed by Yee and Grossmann

(1990) are briefly presented.

2.3.1. HEN design by Pinch analysis

The Pinch analysis is developed to build a base solution for

the case study of Gunaratnam et al. (2005) that has not been



Fig. 3 – Heat exchanger network superstructure.

previously solved for the HEN design. This solution step will

give us a reference about the relevance, advantages and dis

advantages of Pinch vs. mathematical programming. In this

approach the minimum energy requirement (MER) is found

by the elaboration of composite curves. The Pinch point with

1Tmin equal to10 ◦C is identified so that the design of heat

subnetworks can be carried out. The Pinch method offers

several advantages because is the simplest technique, easy to

use and with immediate results. Its efficiency and applicability

to many industrial saving energy problems has been demon

strated, but a global WAHEN optimization with only one stage

is not possible as a conceptual tool. Even if this methodol

ogy is easy to be implemented, the use many heuristic rules

is required to find a good tradeoff between the “calculation”

time and the efficiency of the solution keeping the MER target

but at the same time limiting the number of substreams and

heat exchangers (with small areas).

2.3.2. HEN design by mathematical programming

In this study, the model presented by Yee and Grossmann

(1990) is implemented. A general twostage representation for

heat integration is shown in the superstructure in Fig. 3.

Given are:

 the process flow sheet or the WAN superstructure;

 a set of hot process streams HP to be cooled;

 a set of cold process CP streams to be heated;

 heat capacity flow rates (FCp) and the initial target temper

atures (TIN);

 a set of hot utilities (HU) and cold utilities (CU) and their

corresponding temperatures; and

 economic data such as costs of utilities, exchangers, etc.

The number of stages NOK = max (Nh and NC) in (Yee and

Grossmann, 1990) where Nh and NC are the total number of

hot and cold streams respectively. In this study, some vari

ations in the NOK value are considered: NOK ≤ max (Nh and

NC) will be used as also presented in (Yan et al., 2016b). With

this modification, two advantages are found, first reducing

the number of binary variables and the continuous variables

related to them and second avoiding the problem to find a

solution in the upper bound of the NOK or very close to the

maximal number of stages. It has been found that if this is the

case, a new optimization should be done to relax the problem.

A postoptimal analysis with the Lagrange parameters could

improve the setting of the NOK parameter.

The decision variables involve the utility energy require

ment for the network (auxiliary utilities as fuel, steam, cooling

water, refrigeration, etc.), matches between streams and/or

streamutility and the number of heat exchangers. Binary

variables are introduced to represent the existence of each

potential heat exchanger in the superstructure. Continuous

variables are assigned to operating temperatures, heat loads

and areas of each exchanger.

The general model involves overall heat balances for each

stream, stream energy balances at each stage, assignment of

known stage temperatures, calculation of hot and coal utility

loads, logical constraints and calculation of approach temper

atures. Only one type of hot and cold utility is considered.

Isothermal mixing is assumed to use linear constraints. For

simplicity, utility streams are assumed to be placed at the

extreme ends of the sequence of stages.

With this model, the network configuration and flows for

all branches is found. This approach does rely neither on the

assumption of fixed temperature approaches such as the heat

recovery approach temperature (HRAT) or the exchanger min

imum approach temperature (EMAT), nor on the prediction of

the pinch point for the partitioning into subnetworks, and on

the number of exchangers and matches (Yee and Grossmann,

1990). With this model, the pinch point location is not pre

determined but rather optimized simultaneously. In this work,

we assume that the process and treatment units work isother

mally and continuously and no water and heat losses or gains

are considered. The liquid water streams have a constant heat

capacity (cp = 4.18 kJ kg−1 K−1).

The objective is to determine the heat exchanger net

work which exhibits the lowest annual cost by minimizing

the utility cost, area cost and fixed charges for exchanger

units simultaneously (see (E3)). The Total Annual Cost (TAC)

is the addition of the investment cost of heat exchangers

(i.e., exchanger cost CEC multiplied by the binary variables

related to the exchangers between hotcold streams Zi,j,k and

utilities exchangers zcui and zhui. Area cost is equal to the

area cost coefficient for heat exchangers and utility units CA



multiplied by its area A as shown in Eq. (E4)); the utility cost

(by the addition of the cost of HU and CU (CHU and CCU) by the

energy exchanged between streams and hot (qhu) or cold (qcu)

utilities) and the cost of water (CW).

TAC =

∑

i,j,k

CEC
i,j × zi,j,k +

∑

i

CEC
i × zcui +

∑

j

CEC
j × zhuj +

∑

i,j,k

CA
i,j ×

(

Aint
i,j,k

)ˇ

+

∑

i

CA
i ×

(

Auhu
i

)ˇ
+

∑

j

CA
j ×

(

Aucu
j

)ˇ
+

∑

i

CCUqcui +

∑

j

CHUqhuj + CW
(E3)

The nonlinearity of the model is given by the area cal

culation where the logarithmic mean temperature difference

(LMDT) is approximated using the (Chen, 1987) equation, see

an example in Eq. (E4) where the area of interstreams heat

exchanger is calculated. In this expression, qi,j,k is the energy

exchanged between hot stream i and cold stream j in stage

k, dti,j,k is the approach between i and j at location k and hhi

and hcj are partial heat transfer coefficients for hot and cold

streamindividual film.

Aint
i,j,k =

qi,j,k ×

(

1
hhi

+ 1
hcj

)

(

dti,j,k × dti,j,k+1 ×
dti,j,k+dti,j,k+1

2

)1/3
(E4)

The HEN mathematical model can also be found in the

GAMS library as the SYNHEAT model (Yee and Grossmann,

1990). For comparison, the same way to calculate the TAC is

applied to the HEN configuration found by Pinch analysis.

2.4. Solution strategy

2.4.1. WAN design by multiobjective optimization

The solution strategy for stage A.1 (WAN design) for multi

objective optimization uses lexicographic and «constraint

methods. Lexicographic problems arise naturally when

conflicting objectives exist in a decision problem but for rea

sons outside the control of the decision maker the objectives

have to be considered in a hierarchical manner (Khorram

et al., 2010), in the case of this methodology, it is useful

to generate a payoff table. This method can be viewed as

“a priori” approach with aggregation using constraints in a

decoupled method. In order solve the multiobjective prob

lem, the following procedure known as the sequential method

is adopted: first, minimize f1(x), and determines an optimal

solution x*(f1(x*) = ˇ1). Next, the problem is solved minimiz

ing f2(x) subject to f1(x*) = ˇ1, and so on until the last objective

function fn is optimized. This procedure allows finding lower

and upper bounds for each objective function to be used

in the «constraint method. As previously presented in Sec

tion 2.2, the chosen WAN formulation involves two criteria:

f1 = interconnections and f2 = GEC. In order to find the solu

tion range, we optimized each objective function separately

and followed the lexicographic method for each of them.

In the «constraint method, introduced by Haimes et al.

(1971) all but one objective are converted into constraints

by setting an upper or lower bound to each of them, and

only one objective is to be optimized (Liu and Papageorgiou,

2013). By varying the numerical values of the upper bounds,

a Pareto front can be obtained. The main difficulty of this

method lies in determining Nadir points (where the crite

ria are their worst values) but the previous application of

the lexicographic method reduce this difficulty as reported in

(Mavrotas, 2007, 2009). In our specific case, the f1 (number of

interconnections) is converted into a model constraint and f2

(GEC) is optimized each time that the «value of f1 is modi

fied in the set of its intermediate values among the upper and

lower bounds for f1. Following this procedure, the Pareto front

(a set of tradeoff solutions equivalent to WAN superstructure)

can be obtained. Finally, a MultiCriteria Aid Decision Making

(MCDM) tool based on the socalled MTOPSIS method (Ren

et al., 2007) (Modified Technique for Order of Preference by

Similarity to Ideal Solution) is used to choose the best trade

off solution. The MINLP problem is solved in GAMS (Brooke

et al., 1988) using the Bonmin solver. This part of the method

ology was applied in (DeLeón Almaraz et al., 2015) and results

concerning the Pareto Front and the multiobjective approach

can be found. In this study, the WAN configuration following

this methodology is the starting point.

One particular challenge in the WAN formulation is the

correct setting of some parameters used for generalized dis

junctive programming (GDP). GDP representation has been

very useful to represent WAN and HEN process networks by

the use of two main methods: BigM, HR reformulation (Lee

and Grossmann, 2001). In the WAN problem, each disjunction

is treated through a BigM constraint. For example in Eq. (E5), M

is a large number, Ypj→k represents a binary variable, if Ypj→k

is 1 and M is large enough, then the water flow rate between

j and k (wp
j→k

i
) could be zero or lower than M. In this way

the disjunction programming is represented by a set of BigM

constraints (all equation can be found in (Boix et al., 2011)

wpj→k ≤ Ypj→k × M (E5)

Two main indicators can be evaluated for GDP: how large

the reformulation is (the larger the reformulation is the most

difficult will be for the solver to find a solution) and the relax

ation, to analyze what happens with the feasible region when

the binary variables are all transformed to continuous vari

ables, if the new relaxed feasible solution is larger than in

the MINLP problem, to find a feasible solution is more diffi

cult, because of this, the value of the BigM should be as tight

as possible. It is very important to find a tight BigM value to

avoid the optimizer to branch in a wrong direction because of

a weak relaxation. A general way to target the BigM value can

be done by trying a very large number and if a feasible solu

tion is found, the BigM value can be decreased gradually in

order to help the optimizer to make good branching decisions,

the Lagrange postoptimal analysis can also be useful. In this

work we dealt directly with this problem and the sensitivity of

the BigM for the WAN optimization.

2.4.2. HEN design and change of phase approach

HEN optimization of Stage A.2.1 is solved following the Pinch

method under the MER constraint, the TAC is then calcu

lated. Stage A.2.2 is solved by monoobjective optimization

(minimizing the total annual cost) in GAMS with the model

presented in (Yee and Grossmann, 1990) solved by Couenne.

2.4.3. Strategy for change of phase for the HEN design

Some real problems present the particularity to have different

inlet and outlet water temperatures for a process and a change



Table 1 – Case study process data. All references (except temperature) from (Feng et al., 2008; Gunaratnam et al., 2005).

Process j Contaminant Cin
max (ppm) Cout

max (ppm) Mass load (g h−1) Inlet temp.

(◦C)

Outlet temp.

(◦C)

Temp. (New references)

Stream

stripping

HC 0 15 750 180 110 Berné and

Cordonnier (1991);

IPP (2015)

H2S 0 400 20,000

SS 0 35 1750

HDS1 HC 20 120 3400 20 35 Gary et al. (2007); Oil

and Gas Journal

(1995)

H2S 300 12,500 414,800

SS 45 180 4590

Desalter HC 120 220 5600 75 75 Wauquier (1998) and

also based on: Forero

et al. (2001)

H2S 20 45 1400

SS 200 9500 520,800

VDU HC 0 20 160 250 40 Wauquier (1998);

NPTEL (n.d.)H2S 0 60 480

SS 0 20 160

HDS2 HC 50 150 800 ‘20 40 Gary et al. (2007); Oil

and Gas Journal

(1995)

H2S 400 8000 60,800

SS 60 120 480

of phase could take place. For example, in the considered case

study, in the steam stripping unit (a physical separation pro

cess where one or more components are removed from a liquid

stream by a vapor stream) the steam enters at 180 ◦C at 10 bar

pressure (see Table 1) and the condensed water exits the unit

at 110 ◦C at 1.5 bar pressure (assumed targets based in Berné

and Cordonnier, 1991; IPP, 2015). As the processes are consid

ered as black boxes, the internal change of phase is beyond the

limits of this work. Nevertheless, the change of phase of HEN

targeted streams have to be taken into account. If for exam

ple, the WAN optimized network results in a water connection

from freshwater (20 ◦C) to the steam stripper (inlet tempera

ture = 180 ◦C), the change of phase occurs. In order to calculate

the latent and sensible heat and to take advantage of the flex

ibility that the twostep methodology for the WAHEN design

offers, the total heat for a specific stream with change of phase

could be calculated as follows:

(1) Optimize the WAN in order to obtain the matches between

processes and to target the hot and cold streams.

(2) Identify the heat capacity for liquid targets, in this work,

a constant value of cp = 4.18 kJ/kg ◦C is assumed.

(3) Identify the latent value of vaporization (LV) for a given

steam target.

(4) Calculate the apparent heat capacity (fictive heat capac

ity) of the steam target by the use of in Eq. (E6). This value

allows taking into account the heat amount when evapo

ration is required.

∗cps =
LVs + cp1 (Ts − Tl)

(Ts − Tl)
(E6)

where, ∗cps is the apparent heat capacity (kJ/kg ◦C) of the

steam target. LVs is the latent value (kJ/kg).of the steam

target (previously identified), cpl is the liquid water heat

capacity (kJ/kg ◦C) and Ts and Tl are temperatures (◦C) for

steam and liquid targets respectively.

(5) Calculate the total heat (Q in kW) for the match as shown

in Eq. (E7), where F is the flow rate.

Q = F (∗cps) (Ts − Tl) (E7)

With this procedure, the total heat when evaporation exists

is obtained, however, it is necessary to distinguish between

the sensible and the latent heat because only the former can

be used for heat exchange between streams; the latent heat

should be supplied by utilities. The latent heat (LH) can be

found as follows:

LH = LV × F (E8)

The sensible heat (SH) could be calculated simply by in Eq.

(E9):

SH = F
(

cpl

)

(Tl − Ts) (E9)

The validity of the calculation of ∗cps can be justified:

Q = LH + SH. In the Pinch analysis and mathematical approach,

it is not possible to work with the Q value because most

of the heat is supplied by utilities. In order to avoid unnec

essary complexity to the problem, the idea is to use the

SH value to design the Heat Exchange Network and after

the optimization adding the LH value which will be pro

vided by the utilities (see an example in Fig. 10). In order to

illustrate the procedure, the previous example of a stream

with Tl = 20 ◦C and Ts = 180 ◦C is analyzed. Respective value

of cpl = 4.18 kJ/kg ◦C and ∗cps = 16.76 kJ/kg ◦C are obtained with

LVs = 2013.56 kJ/kg. The flow rate is 50 t h−1. A total heat value,

(Q) equal to 37,255 kW is obtained (hot utility is required) with

LH = 27,966 kW and SH = 9289 kW. The sensible heat is then

used for match exchange in the mathematical model.

3. Case study

A case study for a simplified petroleum refinery (Gunaratnam

et al., 2005) is treated and analyzed to design the WAHEN. The

problem consists of 5 water processes (O1: stream stripping,

O2: hydro desulfurization (HDS1), O3: desalter, O4: vacuum

distillation unit (VDU) and O5: HDS2) and 3 treatment units

(T1: steamstripping column, T2: biological treatment unit,

T3: API separator) with three contaminants (i.e., hydrocar

bon (HC), hydrogen sulfide (H2S), and suspended solids (SS)).

The regeneration units are defined by their given efficiency

depending on the contaminant under treatment. The regen

eration units treat wastewater up to a fixed postregeneration

concentration for each contaminant. The database presented

in Tables 1 and 2 have been used for the WAN design. In



Table 2 – Performance of the treatment units.

Regeneration unit l Removal ratio Gunaratnam et al. (2005) ˛ based on

Bagajewicz and

Faria (2009)

Inlet temp.

(◦C)

Outlet temp.

(◦C)

Temp.

reference

HC H2S SS

T1 0 0.999 0 3.13 110 35 Berné and

Cordonnier (1991)

T2 0.7 0.9 0.98 2.34 30 30

T3 0.95 0 0.5 0.89 35 35

Table 3 – Cost and operating parameters for the HEN (Zhou et al., 2015).

Parameter Description Value Unit

CFW
i

Cost of fresh water 0.375 $ per T

CHU Cost of hot utility 377 $ per kW

(annualized cost)

CCU Cost of cold utility 189 $ per kW

(annualized cost)

Cfixed Fixed charges for heat exchangers and utility units 8000 $ per year

Carea Area cost coefficient for heat exchangers and utility units 1200 $ per m2 (annualized

cost)

ˇ Exponent parameter for area cost 1 Assumption

Ul,m − hl,m Overall and partial heat transfer coefficients for hot and cold streams U = 0.8, h = 1.6 kW/(m2 ◦C)

Um,HU − hm,HU Overall and partial heat transfer coefficients for cold stream and hot utility U = 1.2, h = 4.8 kW/(m2 ◦C)

Uk,CU − hl,CU Overall and partial heat transfer coefficients for hot stream and cold utility U = 0.8, h = 1.6 kW/(m2 ◦C)

Tin
HU Inlet temperature of hot utility 150 ◦C

Tout
HU Outlet temperature of hot utility 150 ◦C

Tin
CU Inlet temperature of cold utility 10 ◦C

Tout
CU Outlet temperature of cold utility 20 ◦C

Hop Hours of plant operation 8000 H per year

cp Heat capacity of water 4.18 kW/(kg ◦C)

previous works (Gunaratnam et al., 2005; Feng et al., 2008; Boix

et al., 2011), the HEN optimization has not been implemented

due to lack of data. As previously explained, the originality

of this work is that different input and output temperatures

are integrated in each process and regeneration unit and that

the change of phase of some streams in the HEN can take

place. For the abovementioned simplified petroleum refinery

and processes, high temperatures are needed in some cases

and the inlet and outlet temperatures are different. Additional

information is required for the HEN design as economic and

technical data related to heat exchangers and utilities and

their respective costs. They are displayed in Table 3.

4. Results and discussion

4.1. Stage A.1: Water Allocation Network

Some previous results obtained for Water Allocation Network

by multiobjective optimization are presented in (DeLeón

Almaraz et al., 2015). In this work, we focus only in the

superstructure obtained by minimizing the GEC and the inter

connections as previously explained in Section 2. The MINLP

model involves 234 continuous variables, 77 discrete variables

and 455 equations. The optimization runs were implemented

with an Intel (R) Core (TM) 173540 CPU @3.00 GHz processor

machine.

The biobjective optimization parameterized by the inter

connection number (between processes or regeneration units)

is carried out in the range of 9–16 connections optimizing the

GEC. According to the Pareto front (see Fig. 4), with an increas

ing interconnection number, the GEC decreases but, above 14

interconnections, the GEC remains almost the same, this can

be due to the fact that the number of connections does not
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Fig. 4 – Minimum GEC for each value of connections

(DeLeón Almaraz et al., 2015).

have an impact on the cost. If both the GEC and intercon

nection numbers are considered, the most preferred network

includes 11 connections between processes/treatment units

or 15 total connections considering discharge. According to

the TOPSIS analysis this configuration uses 58 T h−1 of fresh

water and regenerates 164 T h−1of used water. The GEC of this

network solution is 745 T h−1 when FW and RW flow rates are

considered and 1071 T h−1 when also the WW is taken into

account. The WAN network is shown in Fig. 5. It is highlighted

that the main advantage of this configuration is the use of

less interconnections where low flow rates are discarded. The

results obtained in the study of (Feng et al., 2008) are useful

for validation proposes. The main difference when using the

number of interconnections as a criterion to be optimized is

that low water flow rates are discarded. In Fig. 5, the tem

peratures are displayed, with this information is possible to

target hot and cold streams and to work on the design of the

HEN. A difference in inlet and outlet temperature is given in



Fig. 5 – WAN solution for the MINLP formulation.

Fig. 6 – Temperature intervals representation.

some processes (e.g., the inlet water temperature in process

1 (steam stripping) is 180 ◦C (steam with a latent heat value

of 2013.56 kJ/kg at 10 bar) and its outlet temperature is 110 ◦C

at 1.4 bar). For this case study, the phase change has been

analyzed concluding that for vapor and liquid streams is pos

sible to distinguish between sensible and latent heat. The first

one can be used for heat exchange between streams; the last

one should be supplied by utilities. An exhaustive research

of temperature targets has been carried out because these

parameters are very sensible in the model determining the

HEN design.

4.2. Stage A.2.1: Heat Exchange Network by Pinch

analysis

From the WAN configuration, 6 cold streams and 8 hot streams

are targeted. In order to have reference results for our case

study in the HEN stage, the heuristic Pinch methodology

has been applied. The objective is to identify the solutions

with the minimal energy requirement (MER). The temperature

intervals are shown in Fig. 6. In the Grand Composite Curve

(see Fig. 7) the Pinch point is found at 40 ◦C, the need of

1638 kW of CU and 12,334 kW of HU are detected. In our specific

case study, 32,000 kW are necessary for evaporation purposes

but this is latent heat and cannot be supplied by HU. For

the streams where saturated water vapor is used and the

phase change takes place, the pressure and latent values are

used. The sensible heat is then used for match exchange. The

resulting configuration is presented in Fig. 8 where no heat

exchangers are placed across the pinch point. This network

has a total of 22 heat exchangers and requires a total of 6985 kg

and a total annual cost of M$ 6.43 having the main impact

in utility cost (M$ 4.96). The detailed cost for utilities, heat

exchangers surface, water, etc. can be found in Table 4.

4.3. Stage A.2.2: Heat Exchange Network by

mathematical programming

The stagewise model resulted for the case study in NOK = 4

even if the maximum number of streams is 8, then we have



Table 4 – Cost results for HEN design for Pinch analysis and mathematical model.

A.2.1 Pinch analysis A.2.2 Mathematical model

Ex. number Match Q (kW) Area (m2) Exchanger cost (M$) Utility (M$) Ex. number Match Q (kW) Area (m2) Exchanger cost (M$) Utility (M$)

1 H1C1 2073 112.4 $ 0.134 – 1 H1.C2.1 424 29.5 $ 0.035 –

2 H2C1 1984 244.6 $ 0.293 – 2 H1.C2.3 140 12.0 $ 0.014 –

3 H5dC6 470 30.7 $ 0.036 – 3 H1.C3.1 1500 90.8 $ 0.108 –

4 H5eC2 1184 148.0 $ 0.177 – 4 H2.C1.2 894 66.5 $ 0.079 –

5 H5aC2 279 30.3 $ 0.036 – 5 H2.C1.3 317 30.6 $ 0.036 –

6 H5bC3 33 3.8 $ 0.004 – 6 H2.C4.1 869 27.2 $ 0.032 –

7 H5cC5 290 36.3 $ 0.043 – 7 H6.C1.3 707 67.8 $ 0.081 –

8 C1H5 93 19.6 $ 0.023 – 8 H6.C5.1 1761 174.1 $ 0.208 –

9 C2H1 580 763 $ 0.091 –

Total 6985 702.0 $ 0.842 – Total 6611 498.3 $ 0.598 $–

Hot utility Hot utility

1 HUC1 4653 33.6 $ 0.040 $ 1.754 1 HUC1 7376 37.2 $ 0.044 $ 2.780

2 HUC2 1731 23.0 $ 0.027 $ 0.652 2 HUC2 1575 12.9 $ 0.015 $ 0.593

3 HUC3 1776 8.6 $ 0.010 $ 0.669 3 HUC3 1462 6.2 $ 0.007 $ 0.551

4 HUC4 2072 9.4 $ 0.011 $ 0.781 4 HUC4 1202 5.0 $ 0.006 $ 0.453

5 HUC5 2107 8.7 $ 0.010 $ 0.794 5 HUC5 814 3.1 $ 0.003 $ 0.306

6 HUC6 289 0.9 $ 0.001 $ 0.109

Total 12,339 83.4 $ 0.100 $ 4.651 Total 12,719 65.3 $ 0.078 $ 4.794

Cold utility Cold utility

1 CUH1 499 47.4 $ 0.056 $ 0.094 1 CUH1 600 51.6 $ 0.061 $ 0.113

2 CUH2 566 49.0 $ 0.058 $ 0.106 2 CUH2 465 44.9 $ 0.053 $ 0.087

3 CUH3 155 13.4 $ 0.016 $ 0.029 3 CUH3 156 13.5 $ 0.016 $ 0.029

4 CUH4 15 0.9 $ 0.001 $ 0.002 4 CUH4 15 0.9 $ 0.001 $ 0.002

5 CUH5 32 4.0 $ 0.004 $ 0.006 5 CUH5 33 4.1 $ 0.005 $ 0.006

6 CUH6 63 5.2 $ 0.006 $ 0.011 6 CUH6 428 29.3 $ 0.035 $ 0.080

7 CUH7 23 1.7 $ 0.002 $ 0.004 7 CUH7 29 2.1 $ 0.002 $ 0.005

8 CUH8 289 20.8 $ 0.024 $ 0.054 8 CUH8 290 20.9 $ 0.025 $ 0.054

Total 1642 142.5 $ 0.171 $ 0.310 Total 2017 167.3 $ 0.200 $ 0.381

Fixed cost for 22 heat exchangers = M$ 0.176.

Water cost = M$ 0.174.



Fig. 7 – Grand Composite Curve.

Fig. 8 – HEN configuration by Pinch analysis.

Table 5 – General results of Pinch and Mathematical approaches.

Approach Results New equipmenta Total Area (m2) Q (kW) Investment cost (M$) Utility cost (M$) TAC (M$)

Pinch

analysis

Exchangers 9 702.00 6985 1.28 4.96 6.43

Heaters 5 83.50 12,339

Coolers 8 142.50 1642

Total 22 928 20,966

HEN

synthesis
Exchangers 8 498.40 6611 1.05 5.17 6.40

Heaters 6 65.25 12,719

Coolers 8 167.35 2017

Total 22 731 21,347

a Some heat exchangers can be join for both cases.



Fig. 9 – HEN configuration by mathematical programming.

Fig. 10 – Optimized WAHEN configuration.

a fourstage superstructure where exchange may take place

across the pinch point. The model size involves 627 contin

uous variables and 158 discrete variables. The GAMS solver

used is Couenne with a computational time of around 2.5 h.

The resulting HEN is displayed in Fig. 9. This configuration is

slightly cheaper than the one designed by Pinch method (6.4

vs. 6.43 M$). The total number of heat exchangers is the same

but the distribution of heat exchanger is different. The cost

for utilities, heat exchangers surface, water, etc. is presented

in detail in Table 4.

4.4. Stage B: Simultaneous representation of WAHEN

The result comparison between both HEN approaches can

be found in Table 5. The WAHEN design is presented in

Fig. 10. The optimized WAN configuration (see Fig. 5) is coupled



with the network obtained by the mathematical programming

approach because these resulted in a cheaper network (Fig. 9).

This type of representations seems useful for real time imple

mentation purposes in order to assess the feasibility of the

network, to add extra constraints, to avoid certain matches

and to set preferred matches, etc.

5. Conclusions and perspectives

In this paper, a sequential design methodology for WAHEN

has been developed and applied to a large multicontaminant

network considering 5 processes, 3 regeneration units and

3 contaminants. A detailed preliminary study on the design

of reliable databases was carried out in this study and is

mandatory in real projects before the application of our

methodology, because the WAN and HEN problems are mainly

modeled by balance equations through equality constraints.

Consequently, any change in the input parameters has a

great influence on the results of both the water and energy

networks. In the first WAN optimization step by multi

objective optimization, the framework of (Boix et al., 2011) was

extended by an optimization step minimizing the intercon

nections and the GEC through lexicographic and «constraint

methods. Taking into account several contaminants and

regeneration units results in a complex network design but

the proposed methodology guarantees a good tradeoff solu

tion from the Pareto front. The flow sheet obtained from this

step was used as a starting point to design the HEN by two

wellknown methodologies for comparison purposes: Pinch

and mathematical programming (Yee and Grossmann, 1990).

The Pinch analysis is easy to implement and a good solution

is found by the minimization of the energy requirement. In

the considered example, 6 cold streams and 8 hot streams are

targeted and in the specific case study, the composite curves

show that a large amount of energy is needed for evapora

tion because in some processes a phase change takes place.

Only sensible heat is considered for potential matches in the

HEN. In this work, the usefulness of hybrid conceptions (math

ematical programming for WAN design and conceptual tools

for HEN design) was validated. Moreover, the problem of heat

exchanger network synthesis (HENs) resulted in a largescale

combinatorial problem with a nonlinear mixed integer formu

lation. The total annual cost was optimized. A network with

relatively good performances is found rapidly but the search

for a better solution than the one obtained with the Pinch anal

ysis is more computational intensive. The implementation of

changes to the initial code is easy to implement and com

petitive networks can be found. The final representation of

the WAHEN networks could be useful for practical purposes

in order to validate the feasibility of matches and to include

user preferences as new constraints in the model. The main

advantage of the HEN mathematical model is the possibility to

couple it with the WAN formulation to move forward the one

step optimization approach which will constitute the basis of

our further works with the consideration of nonisothermal

mixing.
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Appendix A.

Water Allocation Network

Mathematical model (Boix et al., 2011).

Nomenclature

Greek letters

˛ cost factor for regenerated water

ˇ cost factor for waste water

Subscripts

i component, with i = 1 for fresh water and

i /= 1 for contaminants

Superscript

j, k processes

m, n regeneration units

Parameters

M
j

i
amount of contaminant i generated by the

process j (g/l)

Cin
max ij

maximal inlet concentration of

contaminant i for the process j (ppm)

Cout
max ij

maximal outlet concentration of

contaminant i for the process j (ppm)

U a large value

RRi,m performance of the treatment unit m for

the contaminant i (fractional yields)

Variables

w
j

i
freshwater flow rate going to the process j

(T h−1)

wp
j→k

i
partial flow rate of the component i

between two processes j and k (T h−1)

wpr
j→m

i
partial flow rate of the component i from

the process j to the regeneration unit m

(T h−1)

wd
j

i
discharged partial mass flow of the

component i from the process j (T h−1)

wrm→n
i

partial mass flow of the component i

between two regeneration units m and n

(T h−1)

wrp
m→j

i
partial mass flow of the component i from

the regeneration unit m to the process j

(T h−1)

wrdm
i discharged partial mass flow of the

component i from the regeneration unit m

(T h−1)

Cin
pi,j

inlet concentration of contaminant i for

the process j (ppm)

Cout
pi,j

outlet concentration of contaminant i for

the process j (ppm)

Cin
ri,m

inlet concentration of contaminant i for

the regeneration m (ppm)

Cout
ri,m

outlet concentration of contaminant i for

the regeneration m (ppm)

CDi discharged concentration of contaminant i

(ppm)

ENC equivalent number of connections



Binary variables

Ywj 1 if freshwater flow rate exists for the

process j or 0 otherwise

Ypj,k 1 if water flow rate between two processes

j and k exists or 0 otherwise

Yprj,m 1 if water flow rate going from the process

j to regeneration unit m exists or 0

otherwise

Yrm,n 1 if water flow rate between two

regeneration units m and n exists or 0

otherwise

Yrpm,j 1 if water flow rate going from the

regeneration unit m to the process j exists

or 0 otherwise

Ypdj 1 if discharged water flow rate going from

process j exists or 0 otherwise

Yrdm 1 if discharged water flow rate going from

the regeneration unit m exists or 0

otherwise;

Objective function

F1 fresh water flow rate at the network

entrance (T h−1)

F2 water flow rate at inlets of regeneration

units (T h−1)

Fw waste water flow rate (T h−1)

F3 number of connections into the network

GEC global equivalent cost in fresh water

(T h−1)

R contribution of the regenerated water flow

rate in GEC (T h−1)

W contribution of the waste water flow rate

in GEC (T h−1)

(a) Objective functions

F1 =

∑

j
w

j

i
(A.1)

F2 =





∑

l





∑

m

wm→i
r +

∑

j

w
j→l
pr







 (A.2)

F3 =

∑

K

YK (A.3)

GEC = F1 + ˛F2 + ˇFW (A.4)

(b) Flow rates mass balances:

 For a given process j, the inlet water (i = 1) flow rate is equal

to the outlet water flow rate:

w
j

i
+

∑

k

wp
k→j

i
+

∑

m

wrp
m→j

i
= wd

j

i
+

∑

k

wp
j→k

i

+

∑

m

wpr
j→m

i
(A.5)

 For a given regeneration unit m, the inlet water flow rate is

equal to the outlet water flow rate:

∑

n

wrn→m
i +

∑

j

wpr
j→m

i
= wrdm

i +

∑

j

wrp
m→j

i
+

∑

n

wrm→n
i

(A.6)

 The overall fresh water flow rate is equal to the total dis

charged water flow rate: v.

(

w
j

i
+

∑

k

wp
k→j

i>1 +

∑

m

wrp
m→j

i>1

)

Cin
pi,j + M

j

i>1

=

(

w
j

i
+

∑

k

wp
k→j

i>1 +

∑

m

wrp
m→j

i>1

)

Cout
pi,j (A.7)

(c) Contaminant mass balances:

∑

k

wp
k→j

i>1 Cout
pi,j +

∑

m

wrp
m→j

i>1 Cout
ri,m = Cin

pi,j(w
j

i
+

∑

k

wp
k→j

i>1

+

∑

m

wpr
m→j

i>1 ) (A.8)

 For a given regeneration unit m, the inlet contaminant flow

rate is equal to the outlet contaminant flow rate:

∑

n

wrn→m
i>1 +

∑

j

wpr
j→m

i>1 = wrdm
i>1 +

∑

j

wrp
m→j

i>1

+

∑

n

wrm→n
i>1 (A.9)

 The total discharged contaminant flow rate is equal to the

sum of contaminant mass loads of each process j:

∑

m

wrdm
i Cout

ri,j +

∑

j

wd
j

i
Cout

pi,j = CDi





∑

m

wrdm
i +

∑

j

wd
j

i





(A.10)

(d) Constraints

 Contaminants

Cin
pi,j ≤ Cin

max ij (A.11)

Cout
pi,j ≤ Cout

max ij (A.12)

Cin
ri,j − Cout

ri,j = Cin
ri,jRRi,m (A.13)

 Binary variables

w
j

i
≤ Ywj × U (A.14)

wp
j→k

i
≤ Ypj→k × U (A.15)



wpr
j→m

i>1 ≤ Yprj→m × U (A.16)

wd
j

i>1 ≤ Ypdj
× U (A.17)

wr
n→mj

li>1 ≤ Yrn→mj × U (A.18)

wrp
m→j

i>1 ≤ Yrpm→j × U (A.19)

wrdm
i>1 ≤ Yrdm

× U (A.20)
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